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1. Introduction. Let E be an infinite dimensional real nuclear space

and H be its completion by a continuous Hilbertian norm || \\ oΐ E. Then

we have the relation

EaHa E*

where E* is the conjugate space of E. Consider a function C{ξ) on E

defined by the formula

(1) C(£) = e-lisil /a, ξ e E.

Then C(f) is a positive definite and continuous function with C(0) = l. There-

fore, by Bochner-Minlos3 theorem, there exists a unique probability measure

μ on £ * such that

(2) [ #<*>*> dμ(x) = e-ll£H2/2, ξ<=ΞE,

where <#, ?> being the canonical bilinear form. The measure μ is defined

on the σ-algebra jgf generated by all cylinder sets of £* ([1]). We call μ

a Gaussian measure.

Let O(ϋ0 be the group formed by all linear and orthogonal operators

acting on H. After [3], we consider a subgroup O(E) of the group O(H)

which is defined as the collection of all g's of 0{H) having the property

that each of g is a linear homeomorphism from E onto E. An operator g

of O[E) is called a rotation of E. As is seen from the formula (2), the

conjugate operator g* of a rotation g is a metrical automorphism on the

space (E*9 μ). The purpose of this paper is to generalize this fact and we

shall prove that
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(i) for each g of 0{H) there exists an automorphism Tg on the space (E*, μ),

with the group property

(ii) TQX Tg2 = Tΰιg2 {mod 0), for each gx and g2.

In the following section 2, we shall prepare lemmas used to prove the

above assertions. In particular, we consider a unitary representation (Ug,

L2{E*, μ)) of the group 0{H) and we make use it in section 3 for the proof

of Theorem.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we shall give some preparatory

lemmas used in the following. For details we refer to [2] and [3].

Let μ be the Gaussian measure on the space (£*, jgf). We denote by

L2 = L2 (E*9 μ) the Hubert space of all square integrable complex-valued

functions with the inner product (φ,ψ) = l φ[x)ψ(x)dμ(x). Then we have
J E

the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. The mapping T from E into L2 defined by

can be extended to a linear isometric mapping from H into L2. Moreover, for each

f of H, ϊ(f) (we shall also denote it by <#, />) is a Gaussian random variable

with mean 0 and variance | |/ | | 2 ([3], Proposition 1).

LEMMA 2. The linear subspace M of L2 spanned by {ei<x>f>; f e H} is

dense in L2 ([2], Lemma 2. 1).

Let g be an orthogonal operator of H. We shall define a unitary

operator Ug on L2 by the following manner. First, we define Ug as an

operator on M by the formula:

n n
(θ\ TT ( N ^ /7 pi<Z.x,fic>\ — N * n pi^XtUfk^ f ζ^Z T-T h — 1 9 • • • 11
\O) KJ n\ f i Wfctί *Λ ) — / i Wjto ^ ' β ' t - ' y y j c f ] j /c — •*-><"> * * ' y fl,

k=l k=l

Then, by lemma 1, we obtain the following relation:

n m

= Σ Σ *fcδi exp [—— WgJk — g2hι\\2},

where g1 and g2 being elements of 0{H). In particular, putting gx=- g2—g9

we know that Ug preserves the inner product in M. Hence, by lemma 2,
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Ug can be extended to a unitary operator on L2. Then we have the fol-

lowing lemma.

LEMMA 3. The system {Ug, # e 0{H); L2} is a unitary representation of the

group 0{H):

(i) UgiUgt = UgίβΛ,

and

(ii) the mapping g — > Ug is continuous, that is}

if QJ—>9f (v->°°) for any f of H, then Ugv φ—> Ugφ{v -> oo) for any φ of

L2.

Proof Since each operator Ug is unitary, (i) is obvious by definition

(3) of Ug and the lemma 2. To prove (ii), it is enough to show that (iii)
n

holds for φ with the form XJβ^*./^ . By the relation (4), we have

\\Ugφ - Ug.9\\ι = 2|l9ll2 - 2 Σ (hffi exp ί - 4
k,ί = l I Δ

Σ (hffi exp ί 4
k,ί = l I Δ

> 2\W - 2 Σ β*β,exp ( - 4 - HffΛ - gfiW*} = o
O->oo) k,l = l 1 2 J

This proves the lemma.

3. The theorem. The purpose of this section is to prove the fol-

lowing theorem.

THEOREM. For any g of 0{H) there exists a unique {mod 0) metrical auto-

morphism Tg of the space {E*,£f,μ) with the following properties:

(i) Ugφ{x) = φiTg'x) (a.e.), φ e L2,

and

(ii) TgιTg2 = Tgιg2 {mod 0), for each gx and g2.

Proof 1°. We put Ό—Όg and prove that U is multiplicative: it holds

that

for any bounded measurable functions. By the definition (3) of U the rela-

tion (*) is obvious if both φ and ψ are functions in M. Suppose φ is
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bounded and ψ belongs to M. By lemma 2, there exists such a sequence

{φn} of functions in M that

n ( ) f i n Z , 2 .

Then the following inequality (which holds almost everywhere)

I U(φψ) (x) - Uφ(x) Uφ(x) I ̂  I U(φψ) (x) - U(φnψ) (x) \

+ \U{φnψ){x)-Uφn(x)-Uψ{x)\ + \Uφn(x)-Uψ(x)-Uφ(x) Uψ(x)\

implies that

WU(φψ) - Uφ Uφ\\Ll ^ \\U{ψφ) - U(φnψ)\\Lι + ||(E/?>n - Uφ)Uφ\\Lι

- U(<pnψ)\\ + ||(t/9» - t / P ^ I I

] 9II >0 (w->oo),

where || | |X l being the L rnorm. Hence we have U{φψ) = UφΊJψ. Further-

more, let ψ be bounded and find ψn e M such that

), in

Then using the above result, we obtain

\\U(φφ) - Uφ Uφ\\Ll ^ \\U(φψ) - U(φφn)\\Lι +

"h \\Uφ\\

\\Φn—φ\\ >0 (W-*OO),

so that we have U{ψψ) = Uφ Uφ. This proves the assertion.

2° Since E is a nuclear space, the conjugate space £* of £ is a separ-

able complete metric space and the class of all Borel sets of this space

coincides with the σ-algebra jgf generated by all cylinder sets (see [6]).

Moreover, the Gaussian measure μ is regular. Therefore, on account of the

results of von Neumann [4,5], we know that there exists a unique (mod 0)

automorphism Tg satisfying the relation of (i). Finally, applying (i) of lem-

ma 3, we get

ψ(T-Q\gx) = UgιHφ(x) = UQJJQM*) = Ψ^Tg\Tg\x) (a.e.).

Thus we obtain Tg,g2 = TgιTg2 (mod 0). This concludes the proof.
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COROLLARY. Let (gt), — oo < £ < oo, be a strongly continuous one-parameter

subgroup of O(H). Then setting

(5) Tt=Tgt, and Ut = Ugt, — oo < t < oo,

we have a flow (Tt)

(6) TtTs = Tt+S {mod 0), flor each t and s,

and a continuous unitary group (Ut) such that

Utφ{x) = φiTT'x), (a.e.), φ e L2.

For, the mapping t — > Ut is continuous by (ii) of lemma 3.

EXAMPLE. Let X=X{t): — oo < t < oo be a real stationary Gaussian

process defined on a certain probability space, which is mean continuous

with expectation 0. We define ht by htX{s) = X{s + t) and extend ht to

an orthogonal operator on the real Hibert space Hx spanned by all linear

combinations of X(ί)> — o o < ί < o o . Then we get a strongly continuous

one-parameter subgroup (ht), — °o < t < oo, of 0{Hx). Now, assume an ad-

ditional condition that Hx is infinite dimensional and let a be an isometric

mapping from H onto Hx. Then it can be shown that the flow (7V-1Λίtf),

— oo < t < oo, on E* is spectrally equivalent to the flow of the process X.
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